
Our RPCV representative Becky attended the Leicester, Leicestershire and Rutland Joint SEND Event 

on 23/01/18 which was hosted by the NHS and took place in the Rutland Council Chambers.  

‘The meeting comprised of a presentation by the Clinical Commissioning Group ( CCG) explaining 

how the Children’s’ Act 2014 has new laws coming into effect from April 2018. 

Sam Little presented and explained how the law is changing for tribunals from April to parts B,F and I 

of an EHCP and it is going to be a lot easier for parents to go to tribunal as the CCG and LA will have 

new “must dos.”   

The 20-week timeframe for an EHCP has been made clear with a graph to what should happen when 

and every application must have National Health number on so it can link all the information 

between health and education.  

Rutland is the only place in UK with 100% move to EHCP from statements by the April 2018 deadline.  

RCC have entered into a new contract with Educational Psychologists to lower waiting times for an 

assessment.  

GP’s are going to be alerted to every 14-year-old with SEN as they reach their 14th birthday to start 

the transition for adulthood.  

It was noted that although it was a mainly health event, education showed up but no body from 

Rutland LA or Social Care attended.  Although representatives did attend from “The City”.  

The second half of the meeting we were put into workshops, it was suggested that a parent should 

be present in each workshop (parent carers came from the other areas). I was privileged to be asked 

to sit at the GP’s table who were all from areas in Leicester although one GP was present from 

Empingham surgery, nobody from Oakham surgery attended.  

The questions in our workshop were  

• Do GP’S know who their send patients are? 

• Are GP’S/do GP’S feel involved in the SEND agenda? 

• How could GP’S influence the SEND agenda? 

• What information would GP’S find most valuable in relation to patients with SEND? 

They were all lovely and openly said they did not know what SEND even was. They have no training 

at all about SEND at medical school and they are always baffled when parents turn up at their door 

as they literally have nowhere to refer them to or don’t know what to suggest.  

They had never heard of the Local Offer, or the caregivers’ navigation pathway and had no 

knowledge of EHCP’s! 

They were keen to get involved but explained that they have such busy schedules there would be no 

way they could attend training on SEND.  

The CCG wanted to send a whole page profile at 14 but the GP’s weren’t keen on that at all. The GP’s 

suggested receiving a few sentences to warn them when a SEND child was turning 14. A few short 

sentences with the information would be helpful 

They were very understanding of the parents views and said parents they saw were always at the 

end in tears not knowing where to go next.  



They want to help, but this was three GP’s from the whole of Leicester, Leicestershire and Rutland so 

sadly it doesn’t appeal to the wider field of GP’s.  

The general consensus from each work shop was that parents have to fight for everything and 

shouldn’t have to. Also what are the actual numbers as so many children struggle, but don’t have an 

actual plan – one head teacher from Leicester suggested the numbers were very wrong! ‘ 

 


